USEFUL SUBJECT HEADINGS FOR BROWSING VOYAGER CATALOG
(Select “Subject Browse” in Basic Search mode.)

I. Country – Subject Heading  (example: Fiji History)
Tips:
- For broader results, substitute geographic regions — Oceania, Polynesia, Melanesia, Micronesia — for country name (i.e. Oceania Description and Travel). For narrower results, substitute either island names (Kauai Antiquities) or even place names (Port Moresby Census) ... caveat: The more you narrow, the more likely you are to miss relevant materials that have been cataloged using broader terms.
- If you are looking for primary source documents on a particular subject, add the term “sources” following your subject string. For example: Papua New Guinea History Sources
- When searching for information on Samoa, do separate searches using “Samoa” and “Samoan Islands” as the Country Name.

Antiquities
Bibliography
Biography
Census
Description and travel
Discovery and exploration
Economic Conditions
Economic Policy
Emigration and immigration
Ethnic relations
Fiction
Foreign relations
Guidebooks
History
In literature
Juvenile fiction
Languages
Maps
Newspapers
Periodicals
Photographs
Pictorial works
Poetry
Politics and government
Population
Social conditions
Social life and customs
Social policy
Songs
Statistics
II. Subject Heading — Country  (example: Tourism Fiji)

Agriculture
Art
Betel nut
Canoes and canoeing
Crime
Education
Ethnology
Fisheries
Folklore
Handicraft
Indigenous peoples
Kava (beverage)
Law
Legends
Missions
Music
Nationalism
Navigation
Public health
Social change
Tales
Tattooing
Tourism
Traditional fishing
Traditional medicine
World War, 1939-1945